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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
The terrorist(s) have continued their attacks! 

	 As of today, June 16 2021, th(is/ese) terrorist(s) have bombed a total 
of 8 locations. The locations are, 1, the house of a mother and her 5 kittens. 
There were two casualties, the deaths of 2 kittens. 2, the house of 2 older 
cats. There was a casualty, one of the cats was killed by a falling beam from 
the roof. 3, a local gym. There were no casualties, but one cat broke their tail 
when a treadmill fell on it. 4, Rudy’s house. Rudy was not injured or killed, 
and the damage to her roof was not serious and has been repaired. 5, a local 
fried chicken restaurant. There was a casualty, as one of the employees was 
in the range of the bomb when it exploded. The restaurant also lost seriously 
important cooking equipment, and is in a bit of a hole financially. 6, the 
community playground. There was a casualty, and it got a bit messy. The 
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Image above - Harvey, 
who is recovering after 
the bombing of his 
therapy office (no cats 
were in it at the time).
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bomb was dropped right on the sand near some 
kittens, but a mother cat bravely jumped on top 
of it before it exploded (don’t read this next 
sentence if you are feeling sick already). The 
mother cat was buried, if in pieces. No kittens 
were harmed by the bomb. 7, Harvey’s therapy 
office was bombed at night. There were no 
casualties, as no cat was in the office at the 
time. However, the office was badly damaged 
and Harvey is going to need a while to make 
repairs. 8, the most malicious attack yet was on 
the elementary school. 5 bombs were dropped 
in different parts of the school, and all exploded 
at bad times. There were 7 casualties, of 2 
teachers, 2 parent cats, a kindergartner, and two 
4th graders. 8 other cats were injured, 
amounting th(is/ese) terrorist(s) hurt count to 9 
injuries, and the cause to 12 deaths. Cats are 
appalled, and the doomsday prepper count in 
the city has jumped by 679 percent. 


	 Here are a couple examples of what 
some cats are doing to avoid bombings. Take 
Naya, for example. She has brought her kittens, 
all of their belongings, her belongings, and other things around the house into 
her basement. She let her kittens bring their video game consoles, and has 
installed several plugs around her basement. Naya is thinking about living in 
the basement forever, as she has a fridge, a comfortable bed, and seeds in 

case she needs to plant crops. And if she starts 
to go insane, she’ll always have Glommer. 


	 Juliet, however, has had to take a very 
different approach. She has a small basement, 
and has too much stuff she wants to move into 
it. So, Juliet has payed her kittens in video 
games to dig more space in her basement. 
They are doing it quite well, even if Juliet’s 
requests are breaking over 15 assorted kitten 
labor laws. Now, Juliet’s basement is spacious, 

and her kittens have enough okayed video game time to last them the rest of 
their life.


	 Subscribe again for a bad sign!
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Image above - the last 
photo of Juliet, before 
she took her kittens, 
almost everything in 
her house, a lot of 
food, and more into 
her basement. 

“What’s a 
Glommer?” 

 - NAYA’S KITTENS, WHO HAVE 
DIFFERENT GUESSES ABOUT 
WHAT THIS STRANGE THING IS
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